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Abstract
The property of some finite W-algebras to appear as the commutant of a particular
subalgebra in a simple Lie algebra Q is exploited for the obtention of new (/-realizations from
a "canonical" differential one.
The method is applied to the conformal algebra so(4,2) and therefore yields also results for
its Poincare subalgebra. Unitary irreducible representations of these algebras are recognized
in this approach, which is naturally compared -or associated- to the induced representation
techriic.
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Introduction

As shown in [1, 2], the construction of finite W-algebras achieved in the framework of Hamiltonian reduction [3] also leads to the determination of the commutants, in the enveloping
algebra1 U{G), of particular subalgebras of a simple Lie algebra Q.
Such a property can be used to build, from a special realization of Q, a large class of Qrepresentations. Let us be more specific, and consider a graded decomposition of the simple
Lie algebra Q of the type
G = G-i®Go®G+i
(l.l)
with the corresponding commutation relations:
[Go,G±i]cG±i

; [G±uG±i] = {0}

; [G+i,G-i]cGo

(1.2)

As reminded in section 2. it is possible to recognize in the commutant of a (/-subalgebra G
of the form G = G-\ © Go, with Go C Go, a particular finite W-algebra. The determination
of the realization of the W-algebra needed for our purpose can be obtained in a systematic
way after some modification [2] of the usual Hamiltonian reduction technic [4]. Moreover,
one knows how to construct a realization of the G with differential operators on the space
of smooth functions <^>(t/i,..., ys) with * = dimG-- In this picture, the abelianity of the
£?_i-part allows each G~\ generator to act by direct multiplication:
<p(yi

ys) - » y i < p { y i , - - - , y s )

with

i = l,...,s

(1.3)

-cf action of the translation group- while the generators of the Go®G+ part will be represented
by polynomials in the yi and dyi (see section 3).
It is from this particular -canonical- differential realization of G that new representations
will be constructed with the use of the finite W-algebra above mentioned. Realization of the
G generators will not be affected in this approach. On the contrary, to the differential form
of each generator in the G\G part will be added a sum of W-generators, the coefficients
of which are functions /(?/,:,6yi). By associating a matrix differential realization to each
irreducible finite dimensional W-representation, one will get an action of G on vector functions
<p = (</?!,... ,ipd)< with ipi = <pi{yi,. • • ,ys), where d is the dimension of the considered Wrepresentation.
Such an approach has already been considered with some success [1] for the study of
the Heisenberg quantization for a system of two particles in 1 and 2 dimensions [5]. The
corresponding algebras are respectively -sp(2) and sp(4), and in each case, it has been possible
to relate the anyonic parameter to the eigenvalues of a W-generator.
It has seemed to us of some interest to apply our technic on a rather well-known algebra,
the .so(4.2) one, also called the 4-dimensional conformal algebra. The decomposition of
interest is the one in which the G-\ part is constituted by the four translations, Go by the
Lorentz algebra so('i. 1) plus the dilatation, and G+ by the four special conformal generators.
The representation space is then the set of smooth functions F(M4, (D) where M 4 is the usual
Minkowski space, and the finite W-algebra of interest appears as a non-linear deformation
of the Go subalgebra. This algebra is the commutant in U(G) of the part G- © Go-, where
Go is a tour dimensional subalgebra of Go- Note also that the commutant of G- can be seen
as the direct sum of this W-algebra and of G-, i.e. W © G-- As presented in section 4, a
'Strictly speaking, we consider a. generalization (localization) of U(Q), which contains, apart from U(G)
itself, quotients M" 1 ^. r u " 1 . and also (/'', r G Q, where u,v €.U(G), " ^ 0.
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suitable basis for this non-linear algebra is the one made of three generators, components of
the ./ vector constituting an so(3) part, and three other generators forming a second vector
—*
—
*
S under the ./ part, the commutation relation among the S^s producing a seventh generator
belonging to the center of W.
It is interesting to remark that, restricting to the Poincare subalgebra the general realization so obtained, only the J part contributes and appears to be the spin algebra directly connected to the [Wft) Pauli-Lubanski-Wigner four vector. The usual Poincare representations
can therefore easily be recognized in this approach, the W-part being related to the usual
Wigner rotations. Then, realizations of the special conformal generators involve naturally
the other W-generators. In a rather elegant way, a (EM) four vector, conformal analogous to
the (W^) one, can be exhibited and connected to the S part of the W-algebra.
Apart from this geometrical picture, one can recognize through the finite dimensional representation of the W-algebra, the characterization of the unitary irreducible representations
of the conformal algebra, as computed in [6] in case of positive energy.
It is clear, from the considered example, that the proposed method provides the same
results as those given by the usual induced representation technics. This is discussed at the
end of the paper.

2
2.1

W-algebras as commutants
General results

We recall here the framework which leads to the main result obtained in [2], namely
Theorem
Any finite W(Q,S) algebra, with S = fis£(2) regular subalgebra ofQ, can be seen as the
commutant in the enveloping algebra U{Q) of some Q-subalgebra Q.
Moreover, let H be the Carton generator of the diagonal s£(2) in S. If we callQ.., Qo and
Q+ the eigenspaces of respectively negative, null, and positive eigenvalues under H, then Q
decomposes as Q = Q-®Qo, where Qo is a subalgebra ofQ0 which can be uniquely determined
(see below).
We start with a simple Lie algebra Q, and consider an 5^(2)-embedding defined through
the regular subalgebra S in Q. Together with this s£( 2)-embedding, we get a gradation of Q,
using the action of the s£(2) Cartan generator H. We will call £_, Qo and Q+ the eigenspaces
of respectively negative, null, and positive eigenvalues under H. Below, we will consider the
case where S is a (sum of) regular subalgebra(s) s^(2), which leads to Abelian Q- subalgebras.
In [2], we have shown that, for integral gradations, the commutant of Q- in the enveloping
algebra U{Q) is isomorphic to the W(£7,//.s/(2)) algebra plus a center. Moreover, we have
also shown that one can get rid of the center when looking at the commutant of a wider
subalgebra Q = Q- ^ Qo where Qo is a subalgebra of Qo and Q_ = Q-\. In the case of
half-integral gradations, we should use the halving procedure. However, when S = fis£(2), it
can be shown that we still have Q = Q_ + Qo with £?_ = Q-\ © Q_±.
Note that, more general finite W(Q.S) algebras may be obtained as a commutant, but one
has to extend Qo to the Q+ part of Q (see example in [2]). The case of "affine" W(Q, S)
algebra, can also be treated with this framework [2].

As an illustration, let. us consider S = fi sf,(2) in Q = s£(n). The simple roots of Q will be
noted a,: with 1 < i < n — 1. Then, one can take Q — ©JljFj, where F, is the subalgebra
F,: = {Eft, i < j < n — i ; E^}, t <j <n—i

2.2

— l\ Hpn_t}

with

<

J

i^

= t

(2.1)

Explicit calculations

We start with a general element ./ = Jata in Q. J ° are the coordinate-functions (Ja 6 G*)-,
and it is known that one can provide them with a Poisson Bracket structure that mimics the
commutation relations of Q: [ta, f J = / a (,% while {J a , Jb] = / a 6 c J c , indices being lowered via
the Killing metric i]ab =< ta,tb >•, and raised by its inverse j)ab. Thanks to this metric (and
these PB) we identify Q* with Q so that the decompositions of Q (like Q = Q- © Go © G+)
will be also valid for G", that we will loosely write G- We will also use the Cartan involution
0 defined by Q(Eai) = —E-ai for any simple root a<. It allows us to define another scalar
product. (X,Y) =< X,Q(Y) >.
We consider the decomposition Q = G- © Go © G+ obtained by the Cartan generator of
the diagonal sl[2)dia in p regular s£(2). As a notation, we use latin indices a, 6, c , . . . to label
the generators of G, and greek (resp. overlined-greek) to label generators in Q (resp. in Q, its
orthogonal complementary w.r.t. the scalar product (.,.) ). When needed, we will also use
f-A, ti and tj to denote the generators of G-, Go-, and G+ respectively. Thus, we note
J = Jata = J°ta + J"ta = JAtA + J% + JJtj

with

\ ta € G ; t^ € G

(2.2)

To compute the commutant of Q in U{Q), we consider the group transformations J —+
js — gjg'1 with g € 0(G) where LieO(G) = 0 ( ^ ) , (5 being the connected component of
the Lie group whose algebra is Q. In fact, if g = ex th, with tt, E Q{G), one can rewrite gJg~l
as exp (xi, \Jb i •}) (J) where now the PB w 6 . - } acts on Ja (instead of ta), Jb belongs to
Q , and Xb = i)bcxc. Then, one can show that, starting from any generic element J , there
exists a unique group generator g = er *h € Q(G) such that J9 = e_ + Wat-a, where e_ is the
negative root generator of the $C{2)dia under consideration and % G Q- Let us remark that
the parameters xb depend only on the components Ja E QIn fact, decomposing 0(G) as ©(G-)Q(Go) (in the neighborhood of the identity), it is
easy to show that 0(Go) is defined as the subgroup of G'o which transforms J into J' with
: J -> Jh = J'

with

J'\g_ = e_

(2.3)

while 0(G_) transforms J ' into J'J = t _ + W^t^:
J9 = e_ + W*ta

g E Q(G.):./'->

(2.4)

This property is still true when Q- is not Abelian. but in that, case one has to include elements
of 0(CT' + ) in order for 0(<5) to satisfy (2.3).
Altogether, the generators \V° are the 'gauge-fixed" components of J9. Hence, they have
vanishing PB with any element in Q, and generate the commutant of_C?. They form a classical
(PB) version of the W-algebra. Note that the Wa are linear in J^: we will come back on
this property in section 3.3.
3

A quantum version of this algebra will be obtained by using the map i : Q* —• Q defined
by i(Ja) = qabtb and extended to U{Q) by symmetrization of the products (see [2] for details).
Explicitly, one uses a matrix representation for the ta to get a simple expression for the
group generators <j 6 ®{G) which act on ./. We determine g such that J9 takes the form
(2.4). The coefficients W° of % are then expressed in terms of all the J a ' s , contrarily to
the usual Hamiltonian reduction approach, since we have not imposed any constraint on the
current components. Finally, from the classical expression of the W-generators, we use the
above mentioned quantization procedure to obtain the commutant of Q in U{Q).

2.3

Example: s£(2)

We explicit here the results just presented in the case of Q = s£(2). We start with a generic
element
/I
\
j _ j r. — i
i 70
a

As normalization, we take
[]

; [<+,/-] = 2*0

/700 =\

; n+- = 1

s

° that

7700 = 2

; rj+- = 1

(2.6)

Here the eigenspaces £/±j0 are one-dimensional. Thus, QQ must be Qo itself, and indeed we
have:
JIO

/? = (

JI+

\

_ 11 jo
j-j- jj/o
/o_

22
issuch
such tthat
h.Jh~x == . ./ '/= =
( ( ^^ _Jl0
22 J + J 11 JJ is
h a t h.Jh
Jl0 J
Jl+ _ J
J with
i t h <<<Jl+
_
J
Jl+

Q

Now, acting with G+ leads to
^~

1

=

(°i

^)

with

w = .r+ + (jy

= j+j-

+

l

-(jy

and

3

= (

After quantization, we recover the well-known result that the Casimir operator

+ t-t+) = t20 + t0 + t_t+

(2.7)

commutes will /_ and /0- Note however that we get also the non-trivial information that
the only elements in U(sf.(2)) that commute with both t_ and t0 (not necessarily t+) are
polynomials in W.

3

W-realization of Lie algebras

The above construction allows us to provide a new technic for the construction of representations of a Lie algebra Q starting from a given (canonical) realization of Q.

3.1

Regular representation of a Lie algebra Q

We recall here the regular representation of a Lie algebra Q. We start with G, the Lie group
of Q, and consider T = f(G, (E ) the space of smooth functions on G. One can construct two
isomorphic representations of G on T. They are associated to the right and left actions of G
onto itself.
The left representation UL is denned through the map
g £ G —• U^{g)

with

{U[,(g)ip) (g1) = ip(g g') , Vip £ J-', V</ €E G

(3-1)

while the right representation fr/? uses the map
g -> UR(g) with

(t/ R (</b) (</) = <p{g'g) , V^ G ^ , V</' G G

(3.2)

These representations induce naturally two representations of G on T:

teG^TL{t)

with TL(t)<p{g') =

teG^TR(t)

with TR{t)<p{g') =

— <p(e-ltg')\

^{g'^n

From now on, we will focus on UR and TR, the way the following construction can be done
for Ui, and TL being analogous.

3.2

Differential realization of Q

We now use the regular representation to build a differential realization (as used in [7])
adapted to the decomposition2 G — G- © C?o © G+ that we have used in the previous section.
We first remark that V = Go © G+ is a parabolic subalgebra of Q, and that any element g £ G
can be decomposed in a unique way as g = pg~ with p £ P and g- £ G_.
Now, starting from the regular representation TR on p, we can restrict it to the subspace
T of functions Tp £ T such that Tp(pg) = '(p(g) Vg £ G and Vp £ P. We will call this realization
TR. Note that T is not empty because T(G-,§) can be canonically embedded in T. Thus
TR is not the trivial representation.
Any g £ G can be decomposed into g = pg- with p £ P and #_ £ G_, in a unique way.
Moreover, the set {//i} being a basis of £?_, we can label any g- £ G_ with dimQ- = s
variables xA such that </_ = ex iA. Thus we will have
Tp(g) = Tp(pg_) = Tp(g^) = Tp(ex

iA

)=Tp(xl,x2,...,xs)

(3-3)

Let us look more carefully at TR. For tg £ <?_, we have:

= [£^,_erf*)j

(3.4)

where we have used the decomposition g — /;</_. Now, as G- is Abelian, we have
e
2

xs)

In the case of half-integral gradation t/_ = (}_l e(H t/_ i we will perform a halving to get an integral one.

so that

=• TR(tB)

K

= dB

'

}

To be complete, let. us add that, using
B A B

e-

e e

= S-BA<B

(3.6)

the same calculation shows that
Vtj€Go.TR(tj)

= -fjABxAdB

where

[t3,tA] = fjABtB

(3.7)

Then, it is easy to check that
) = \hA3f,BCxAxBdc

(3.8)

an(1 f
is solution of [<j,/j] = fjABtB
[ A^A] = fAAlUWe have seen that one can identify T with a space of functions of dimQ_ variables.
We would like that C/_ elements act multiplicatively instead of acting through differential
operators. Thus, we perform a Fourier transformation:

with y • x = yAxA. On the new space of functions F, the Q- part acts multiplicatively, and
the other generators of Q will be differential polynomials in the variables:

J)

= fjAB!/BB!/B
dAdA + fjAA

with

It is this representation we will use in the following.

3.3

W-realization

We use the technics of the section 2 to get a wide class of representations of Q, starting from the
differential representation based on Q_. We know that, the generators of W(Q, fis£(2)) = W
form the commutant of Q = t?_ — Q»- They can he expressed in terms of all the generators of Q.
Moreover, we have seen that, in the differential realization, the elements of £?_ are represented
hy .y.4, while the generators in Qo are represented by <jBdA (UP to some constants). Thus,
the W-generators commute both with yA and c)A (V A), i.e. they are constant on the whole
differential representation. Let u'H be these constants, where a labels the generators of W.
From the general results of section 2. we know that there exists a unique element g £ Q(G)
such that
.P = g(J"to + rt-)g-1

= (_ + JPVjr

with

g = e " X , /„ € Q{G) and ua = ua(Ja)

(3.9)

Let us rewrite this formula as

J = J«to + rtv = g~l(e. + Wat»)g

(3.10)

This shows that we can write any element Ja in terms of the J a ' s and the Wa's. We also
remark that, in the same way the realization of Wa is linear in Ja because of (3.9), the J Q 's
also depend linearly in the W°"s because of (3.10). Then starting with a given realization of
Q we construct a realization of the whole algebra Q leaving Q unchanged and expressing the
other generators of Q in terms of those of Q and the W-algebra, by applying formula (3.10).
Performing the same calculation at the quantum level, we deduce that starting with
a given representation of Q and so of Q one can obtain other representations of Q using
representations of the W-algebra.
It is natural to start with the differential representation of Q. Then, one generalizes it into
a "matrix differential representation" using a matrix representation of W. More precisely, we
take as representation space d copies of F, where d is the dimension of the W-representation
one chooses. Then, Q will be represented by

*;

f a A A )). fl

fR{ta) =

Go
{Go \ Go)

fiAA)

•

(hAjfjBB

+ fAB3f]AB)dA).

where M1 is the dxd matrix representing W1, H is the dxd identity matrix, and Rai(yA,
are polynomials in the differentials. The above operators will act on vectors:

<p(yi

3.4

y.) =

Example: st{2)

We continue the example of section 2.3. We denote an element of the group SL(2) by its
coordinates
g{x-,x°,x+)
= ex-t-e'*toe*+t+
(3.11)
) on the regular representation. In the differential
so that the functions read </>(.rr ~ .rx°
representation, we have functions j?{y~) = ${y) and we have
T0(t-) = -iy

; r o (f o ) = -yd-

1 and

T0(t+) = -iyd2

-2id

(3.12)

We use the formula computed in section 2.3 to construct the W-realization for s£(2). We
have seen that, at the quantum level, w = /„ + ^o + t-t+ is the generator of the commutant
of {f o -f-} (see equation (2.7)). We start with a representation To corresponding to a value

n

wu of the Casimir operator. Then, we construct a new representation T keeping for to and
t- the form To, T(t0) — T0(t0) and T(t-) = TJj(f_), and inverting the formula (2.7) for t+:
10 - 100 =

\T(to)2 + T(t0) + T(t.)T(t+)]

=

- [To(to]2 + T0(t0) +

T0(t.)T0(t+)\

To{t-)[T(t+)-To(t+)]

Using the differential representation, we get WQ — 0 and
II)

T(t+) = -iyO2 -2id + i- with w e IR
(3.13)
V
Thus (3.13), together with T(t-) = —iy and T(tQ) = —yd — 1 is a representation of s£(2)
with a value w for the Casimir operator. Note that, for s£(2), a similar (up to a change of
variable y ~» x2) realization has been given in [5].

4

Application to Poincare and so(4,2) algebras

We now apply the results of the previous sections to get realizations of the conformal so(4,2)
algebra (and of its Poincare subalgebra). We will show that the W-realization of this latter
provides the Pauli-Lubanski-Wigner quadrivector W1 in a very natural way. A generalization
to the whole .so(4,2) algebra will exhibit two new quadrivectors which, together with P* and
W*, form a basis of the Minkowski space. The scalar products of these vectors give all the
physical quantities such as the mass or the spin.

4.1

Description

The so(4, 2) algebra is known as the conformal algebra in four dimensions, in the Minkowski
space, i.e. with the metric gfW = diag(l, —1, —1, —1). It is a non-compact form of 5o(6), with
maximal compact subalgebra so(4) tB su(2). Note that s£(4) is also a non-compact version of
so(6). but with maximal compact subalgebra so(4). Thus, one can connect s£(A) to ,so(4,2)
through a compactification process, a property which is useful for calculations.
The algebra .so(4,2) has fifteen generators:
Four translations: Ptl with // = 0,1,2,3 which form
Q^
Three rotations and three boosts: MtJ and Mo; respectively (i,j = 1,2,3) 1 r
One dilatation: D
J
°
Four special conformal transformations: K^ with fi = 0,1,2,3 which form
Q+
(4.14)
Rotations and boosts constitute the Lorentz algebra Qo = so(3,1), and together with the
translations those generators form the Poincare algebra. In the following we will denote
by V = Go + G+ the corresponding parabolic algebra. This latter decomposition is actually
induced by a natural gradation of the algebra with respect to the element — iD, which assigns
a grade —1 to P^. 0 to Mltl/, and +1 to Ktl. The commutation relations read:
fP

P l - n

f/\'

F\ 1 = 0

\M
\M

P] — i(a P — a P )
f\ 1 — -ita K — a K \

8

\D P 1 — —iP
\D K 1 — iK

^

so(4,2) possesses three Casimir operators of degree 2, 3 and 4. We will call them C2, C3 and
C4 respectively.
We will need a frame (f'o< f i-f 2^3) for the Minkowski space:

-(

>- nm
, T ~ n - . \ -

i->i

f £ = (1,0,0)
e
^ = (0,1,0)

With

e, =(e,),, = (0,,,) j = 1,2,3

( 4 - 16 )

| £ = (0,0,1)

which satisfies
and

4.2

( ^ ' ( e ^ V " = <T

(4.17)

Momentum representation

We first construct the differential representation associated to Q- (see section 3.2). We start
with a coordinate representation, where functions depend on x = (z^) and perform a Fourier
transformation:

The coordinate differential representation on the space G/P:

P - i±D

-

M

= ix • —

l(x-?--

A',,
A,, =

dx

i ( 2i x(A ,2x -x^ A , xx2 ^ x )

d

dx

dx»'

d

is thus converted into the momentum representation:
P»

= P»

Mtw

= i(ppdu -

pvd»)
(4.19)

D

=

-i(P-d

+ 4)

A"M =

{pfin-2p-ddti-%dli)

where c)^ stands for ^77, /; is the quadrivector (p M ), d the quadrivector (d^), and • = d • d =

4.3

The W-algebra

We wish to construct the commutant of the P^ in order to build a W-representation for
Q = .st>(4,2). We have seen that D is the right grading operator, since Q- = {P^}- In the
case we consider .s^(4) the maximally non-compact form of Q, this gradation corresponds to
the model W(.s^(4),2^(2))- Then referring to the formula (2.1) we can take Q = £_ 0 Qo
where
g0 = {\Il3 - Mou M23 - A/ 02 , M 0 3 , D).
(4.20)
The commutant of Q can be seen as a compactified form'3 of the algebra W(sC(4:),2sC(2)).
Indeed, calculations can be done in an easier way when using the s/(4) algebra (instead of
so(4, 2)) and then compactifying the resulting algebra. This algebra is a polynomial deformation of Qo — .so(3,1) rp so(l, 1). It contains seven generators: three generators ,/*., k = 1,2,3
of degree one in the .so(4,2) elements, which form so(3), a Lie subalgebra of the W-algebra,
J

Let. us mention the recent work [8] on the real forms of W-algebras.

and also four generators C2 and .S'fc, k = 1,2,3 of degree two. C2 is the second order Casimir
of .so(4,2):
Ci = \{if»<rMiWMlir, + <T(/VC + K^))

- D2

(4.21)

For the clarity of the presentation, we postpone the expressions of the other generators in
terms of the so(4,2) generators (formulae (4.37), (4.48) and (4.50)).
The commutation relations of the W-algebra read:
[Jj,Jk] =
[Jj,Sk] =
[SjtSk] = -iejki (2( J\ + J\ + Ji) - C2 - 4) J,

4.4

(4.22)

The VV-realization

Now using technics summarized in section 3.3 as well as the results of 4.3, one can determine
the general expressions of the conformal algebra generators. The generators corresponding
to G are unchanged with respect to the differential realization (4.19).
One remarks that the so(4,2) generators are indeed linear in the J, (i = 1,2,3) and Zk
{k = 0,1,2,3) -see (4.35)- which also form a basis of the W-algebra.
—*

One notes also that only the ./-part of the W-algebra shows up in the Poincare part: this
will be discussed in the next paragraph.
One can check that every W-generator reduces to zero in the differential realization (4.19).
Finally let us emphasize that the realization given just below corresponds to values of
2
p > 0; therefore the quantities po + p% and p2 appearing in the denominators never vanish.
Let us now give the realization that one gets from our "W-approach" (II denotes the identity
matrix):
P, = , v l l
^ = 0,1,2.3
MV2 = i{pid2 - p2d1) II + h

(4.23)
(4.24)

M13 =

; ( P 1 $ » - P 3 0 i ) f l - - ^ — -h
A + Pi

T— h
Pa + p.3

(4.25)

M23

^ 2 d 3 -P3#2)]I + ^ T ^ - J i + —T— J 3

(4-26)

-

PO + P3

= i{p0dl-Pld0)l--^-J2

PO +P3

T — -h

PO + P3

PO + P.3

^ J i

+ —^—J3

/*o + 7'3

Po + Pi

(4.27)
(4.28)
(4.29)

D

=

- / ( / J - 0 + 4) II

(4.30)

\-Z* + l-2Z0 + -— l r*{pxZx +
po + p:i
P2
(Po + P ) v r
^
. ..h + ((I'll2+
+dl)
_ —^—(paft
- Pld2)J3
{{*?* +
d2)
dl)jj22\
2 + d 2) h +

A'o = (Pon - 2P • ddo - Sdo) II
^

•po + P3 \ 2 p2 p2
A',

=

2 p2 p2

(pi • - 2p • ()(h - %()) II

J J P0P0
++
P3P3

P2

10

P2Z2)

(4.31)

P0+P3 V

K2

+ )a

2

7'

//

_,

2,;

\P0 + P3
\P0

= (p2 D - 2p • dd2 - sd2) n + -i-z-i + l^z0
vV
P2
P0+P3 V2

K3

fl

P

I

(4.33)

\P0+P3

(p 3 O - 2p • dda - SOs) fl + — • — Z 3 + V-\ZQ •
po + Pi
P2
(Po +

=

(

+

(

PO + P3 V

q
2

+ i)x

r-j=^{piZx
PWP2

+

p2Z2)

+( | + l ) 2 ) + ^

P

2

P

J

(4.34)

PO+ P3

where
Zj = 2S, + ./ 3 Ji + -h-h Z2 = 25 2 + J3J2 + J2J3

fi)

4.5

Zo = 2S3 + C2- Ji -

The Poincare algebra

Let us focus on the expressions of the Poincare generators (4.23)- (4.29). We recall the
expressions of the Pauli-Lubanski-Wigner quadri-vector W = \&vp0'PuMpa which satisfies:
[W^PV\

=V

[W^W^^it^WP"

W-P

=0

(4.36)

It is well-known that the irreducible representations of the Poincare algebra are labelled by
the eigenvalues of P2 — p2 and W'2 = —s(s + l)p 2 , where s is the spin of the particle. Because
of the relation W • P — 0, the quadrivector W^ possesses only 3 independant components.
These 3 independant components generate the spin algebra so(3) when p2 is positive [9]. This
is recovered in a very natural way in our W-algebra framework. Indeed, the generators Jk
really play the role of the spin generators, since they can be rewritten as:
,

Jk =

fc=3

1

nfe • W =
m

i

{nky \V,,

and W = -m Y{nkYJk

m

j

with

m = yfp*

(since P • W = 0)

W • W = -P2P

and

(4.37)

^

(4.38)

and where we have introduced the frame of the "particle" of momentum p:
"0

=

(«o) M = — P

=

(—I"»—>—)

m m m m
«i = (»i)/» =
; (Pi,Po + P3,0, - p i )
Po + P3
"2 = (n2)t, =
• (p 2 ,0,po + P3,-p 2 )

(4-39)

in

(4.40)
(4-41)

PO + P3
"3 = (»»:,),. = ^ ^ - ( 1 , 0 , 0 , - 1 ) + ~ P
I hi + p3

(4.42)

rn

which obeys to
/),, • nu = {n^)p{nvfgpa

= g^

(4.43)

and also to

(ntl)»{nuT<r = 9»°
11

(4.44)

The Lorentz transformation, denoted by \j>] in [9] and L(p) in [6], which moves the rigid
referential frame (e0, e\, t-z- (3) to the //-frame (no, 111,112^13):
(co-f1.t2.f3)

can explicitely be written as a rotation followed by a boost

L{p) = B{p)E{p) with B{p) = t.vp{-i\ ^ j - ) and R(p) = exp(-i6 „„
with

sh(X) = —,

and

cu»{d) = 1 - 7 —

\\P±\\
px = (p2,-Pi,'O)

)
(4.46)

where we have denned B = (A/Oi, A/02• A/03) a nd ^ = (A/23, A/31, Mi 2 ). This transformation
also relates the three vector (./,) with the four vector

mJ = (0.mJ) ^

W = {Wn)

(4.47)

Actually, L(p) belongs to the set of Loientz transformations which send the four vector
(m, 0,0,0) into p = (po,pi,P2,P3)- It is through L(p) that the representations of the Poincare
group can be constructed from representations of the rotation subgroup. Indeed, following
[9] and [6], the Lorentz transformation A acting on function dp of the p-variable in the U
representation:
writes more conveniently on the Wigner functions ?/> denned by
1

nip) =
as

(/») = f- (L(p)-1 AHA-1 p))

We recognize in the product L(p) 'AZ.(A 1p) a Wigner rotation, element of the (m, 0,0,0)vector stabilizer, itself isomorphic to the SO('i) group when p2 > 0.
Let us emphasize that the transformation L(p) can be chosen up to a i?-rotation leaving
(m, 0,0.0) invariant. In particular, the L(p) used in the computations of [6] is the pure
boost B(p). This of course produces a new but equivalent frame (n^n^^n^n^)
and different
expressions for the Lie algebra realization.

4.6

Generalization to so(4. 2)

We now look at the other generators of the conformal algebra. We proceed as for the
Poincare algebra. In the same way we have introduced the Pauli-Lubanski-Wigner vector
W'\ let us define:

£„ = -W2 P, + P2 [P".U,,,,(£> + /) - [-(Plt PK - P2 KJ - ^e^WM*]

(4.48)

It satisfies
rvpi_n

r . p — ft

[s, t ,vr l / ] = /:f/(1/,MrS'iPff

[S,, S,] = > w P2 \V"P"(P2(i + C2) + 2W2)
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(4.49)

The generators Si are connected to the quadrivector (SM) through
i

Sk =

i

-nk-Z

=

k=3

3(»A-)M^

and

m

S" = - m 3 J ^ n ^ S *
_

(since P • S = 0)

(4.50)

and also:
Let us remark that, the third and fourth Casimir operators of so(4,2) can be expressed as
W-polynomials:
VF^

1

with the following expression for the Casimir operators:

C3 = -^DM^M^ + ^K-W

+ P-W)

(4.53)

-2(D2 + 2)MiiVM>iV + 4DP»K''Mllv - SiD{C2 - D2) + \c2 - 20D2

(4.54)

where we have introduced
V = \e^p" K,Mp<r

and

M"" = e w < T M ^

(4.55)

Note that (e 0 , J,S) on the one hand, and {P,W,Y,) on the other hand form three independant quadrivectors: it is natural to look for a fourth quadrivector X = (0, X) such that
{eo,J,S,X)
is a. frame. Then, we will get a quadrivector x such that
(

and

(P,W,S,x)

frame

(4.56)

Calculations show that
•

Xx = (J2S3 + S3J2) - (-hS2 + S2J3) - 3i5 x
X2 = (.hS, + SM - ( J i 5 3 + S*.h) - -HS2 with
A'3 = (JiS 2 + S2.h) - (.hSx + .SiJ2) - 3iS 3

X = {XUX2, X3)

(4.57)

is such a vector. Note that the leading term of A' is a non-commutative version of the exterior
product JAS. From equations (4.38) and (4.52). one sees that all the "physical informations"
of the Poincare algebra as well as of the conformal algebra .so(4,2) are contained in these
frames.

4.7

Case m = 0

Up to now, the results we have presented are valid for p2 > 0. One can wonder whether there
exists some limiting process that could lead to the case of zero mass representations. At. that
point, we have to make a distinction between the so(4,2) algebra and its Poincare subalgebra.
13

Indeed, in the Poincare algebra, the mass is an invariant (p2 = m 2 ), so that it is very natural
to look at the limit point in = 0. In the .so(4,2) algebra, this is no more the case, but the
sign e(p2) is still an invariant. By sign of p2, we mean e(p2) = +,0, — when p 2 is respectively
positive, zero or negative. One easily guesses that a limiting process on the three points
t = + 1 , 0 , - 1 is hard to find. In other words, in the Poincare algebra, the (positive mass)
irreducible representations are hyperboloids in the Minkowski space, while in the so(4,2)
algebra, the irreducible representation e — +1 is the whole interior of the light cone. Then,
if, in the Poincare algebra, it is natural to look at the light cone as the limit of the family of
hyperboloids when in —» 0, we have to face a problem of dimensional reduction of the space
of representations in the so{i,2) (see [10] for a direct treatment of the case m = 0 in so(4,2)).
Thus, we will focus below on the Poincare algebra to study the limit m —* 0. The Walgebra then reduces to a three-dimensional algebra since the generators S and Ci do not
enter in the realization (4.23-4.29). Moreover, in the case m = 0, one cannot introduce the
vector ./ and the frame attached to the particle, which is now of zero mass. However, we can
define:
Q2 = nrW

for j = 1,2 while

Q3 =

(e 0 - e3) • W
PO +P3

(4.58)

which form an E(2) subalgebra
[Qs, Qi] = iQi

[Qs, Q2) = -iQi

[Qi, Q2] = 0

(4.59)

in accordance with the general results on zero mass particles. Moreover, (4.58) shows that for
W* proportional to P M , and using the definitions (4.40-4.41), we have Qi = Q2 = 0. Let us
remind that this latter condition is the one we need to select the physical cases when m = 0,
i.e. the cases of finite spin (more exactly helicity). By definition, these latter cases are the
ones that correspond to finite dimensional representations of the E(2) algebra. Thus, they
are also natural in the W-realizations, since we consider a priori matricial representations of
the W-algebra. In that case, the realization reads:
PM = pfil
M12

fi = 0,1,2,3

(4.60)

— i(pid2 - P2#i) I + Qs

(4-61)

M13 = i{p\di-p^)t

(4.62)

M2,

(4.63)

=

M01 =
M02 =
M0.3 =

——Q3
Po + P3
Pl
iifrds-1*362)%+
Q3
PO +P3
i(podi-pido)l
— Qz
P0 + P3
Pl
''(Pod2-P2do)fl+
Q3
PO + P3
'''(po#j — P3$o) D

(4.64)
(4.65)
(4.66)

where Q3 corresponds to the helicity. Let us note that although the denominator P0 + P3 may
vanish when in = 0. the above expressions ran still be well-defined using limits po + P3 —> 0
and pj = u(po + p.}) (j = 1.2).

4.8

Comparison with induced representations

It is time to compare the above obtained W-realization of the so(4,2) algebra with the usual
ones constructed via the induced representation method. As could be expected, the results are
14

equivalent. More is given in [6] where the classification of all the unitary ray representation
of the S'U(2,2) group with positive energy is achieved. It will then be possible for us, using
these results, to select the finite dimensional representations of the W-algebra which lead to
such unitary representations of the conformal one, and therefore to unitary representations
of the conformal group.
Let us start by introducing a realization of the W-algebra under consideration known
as the Miura realization, and particularly useful in what follows. Indeed, it is the Miura
realization of the W-algebra which can be unearthed in [6]. Its knowledge also provides a
simple algorithm for the construction of representations of the W-algebra.

4.8.1

The Miura realization

The Miura transformation provides a realization of the W-algebra relative to the gradation
G — G-\ 0 Go © G+i in terms of elements of the enveloping algebra U(Go) [3]. There, the Go
part is the Lorentz algebra to which have been added the dilatation: so(3,1) © so(l, 1), and
the Miura realization reads simply:
J =R

C2 = R2-B2

S = RxB-i(D-l)B

+ D(D-4).

(4.67)

using again the notations of section 4.5 for the Lorentz generators. One immediately remarks
that this realization is much simpler than the one above determined and which involves all
the 50(4,2) generators: (4.37) and (4.50). Thus, to each finite dimensional Go representation
can be associated, via equation (4.67), a finite dimensional W representation. Labelling in
a rather natural way (ji,J2',d) an .so(3,1) © so(l,l) irreducible representation, the center
element C2 in W will get the scalar value:
2j2(J2

4.8.2

Unitary representations

The unitary representations with positive energy of the universal covering group G of G =
SU (2,2) are presented in [6] -see also [11]. We note the chain of isomorphisms:

where Fi ~ ZZ2 and F 2 — 7Z. Such unitary representations possess a lowest weight, and
are interpolation of the holomorphic discrete series. These latter are realized by considering
functions on the bounded symmetric domain SU(2,2)/K, where K = 5/7(2) x SU(2) x
ff(l) is the maximal compact subgroup of SU(2,2). Actually they are induced by the finite
dimensional (unitary) representations of A'.
However, Mack [6] described them as induced representations by the parabolic subgroup
P = rV'l/AJV, where following his notations M. A, N are the subgroups of Lorentz, dilatation
and special conformal transformations respectively. The Lie algebra of P is exactly Go © G+
in our language. We note that P is actually the little group of the point x = 0 in the
compactified Minkowski space, itself isomorphic to GjP. The induced representations on
this space are then constructed in the usual way. We take finite dimensional representations
Dx of the parabolic subgroup P. where N acts trivially. They are labelled by two non-negative
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(half-)integers (ji,ji), associated to spinor representations of the Lorentz group D32}i, and
by d a real number associated to the dilatation:
= \a.\d-2D323l{m).

D\nmn)

It acts on a (2ji + 1)(2J2 + 1) dimensional vector space Ex. From now on we will disgard the
action of the discrete central part F, which of course will not affect the Lie algebra realization.
We then consider the space of functions ip on the group G with values in Ex which have the
covariance property
ip(gman) = Ds{man)'1 ip{g) Vg <E SU{2,2).
The conformal group acts on these functions by the left regular representation:
(T(gM(g') =
Since the decomposition g = g-tnan is unique, functions <p can be viewed as functions <p(x)
defined on G/P, the Minkowski space. The action of SU(2,2) then takes the form:
= \a\2

where r'(G G-),m,a,n are defined through the unique decomposition g~xx = x'man. Note
that this way to describe unitary representations of SU(2,2) is unusual since we induced by
non-unitary representations of a parabolic subgroup which is not cuspidal [12]. By cuspidal,
we mean that the Cartan subalgebra of the semi-simple part M of P is made only with
compact generators, which is not the case here.
To get the action of the Lie algebra so(4,2), one has simply to take the infinitesimal form:
P

D

M

= t(4 - rf + x • — )
ox

ox

(

'

E

)

A
2d)x^+
+2x
2xililxx • — - xx2
AM
= i((8 - 2d)x^
M =
ox

ox

ox11

(4.69)
Here S,^ is a (2ji + i)(2j2 + 1) representation of the Lorentz algebra with Ri = |e,-j/tEJ'fc and
B, = So,.
The comparison with the W-realiza.tion proceeds in several steps. First of all, we have to
perform a Fourier transformation in order to get momentum representations with functions
Pn

/V

M<"

D = -i(p-d + d)

{Ptiv

Pvfj.

MI/ )

p^-2p-ddtl-2ddtl-2iT,^dv

A',, =

(4.70)

Then we study the action of the conformal algebra, on the functions tp(p) denned by

where L(p) is a Lorentz transformation that transports the frame (eo, ei,e2,e,3) to the frame
(».(), ii\. n2, -113). If A' is the form of a generator of .so(4,2) acting on functions (p{p) then, when
acting on functions Hip) it becomes
X = Dhh (Lip)-1)

m.J-4 X m.-{d-4
16

Note that when restricted to the Poincare algebra, since the mass is constant on an irreducible
representation, this whole trick amounts in working on the Wigner wave function (cf section
4.5). We then recover the well-known representations of the Poincare group induced by the
group of rotations. Explicitely, Lorentz transformations are given by
(T(A)V>)(p) = / ^
where Z)J'2-'1(L(p)~1AI((A~1p)) reduces simply to representations of spin 5 = \ji— ji\,..., J1+J2
of .so(3). This realization of the Poincare algebra corresponds exactly to the form we find for
the W-representation (4.24)-(4.29), by identifying Ji with Ri.
For the other so(4,2) generators, to calculate X, we first compute md~4Xm~^d~4\
Then,
we perform a second order Taylor expansion of L(p) around {po,p) = (m,0). Finally, we get
the general form of X, using the fact that K^ transforms as a four-vector under a Lorentz
transformation, and D as a scalar. We obtain for the dilatation the realization (4.30) computed in the VV-representation. We also get the W-realization (4.31)-(4.34) for K^, provided
we identify
J =R

C2 = R2 - B2 + d(d - 4),

S = RxB-i(d-l)B

(4.71)

which is precisely the Miura realization given in (4.67). Thus, we have made the link between
the W-realization and the induced representation technics.
As a further consequence, the unitarity conditions on J1J2 and d given in [6] can be seen
as conditions on the W-algebra representations. In particular the class of representations of
positive masses
d>ji+ h + 2 with jtj2 ^ 0

d>ji+j2

+ l with iiia = 0

K

}

gives rise respectively to the (^ conditions:
ci > 2ii(ij + 1) + 2i 2 (i a + 1) + (ii + J2)2 - 4
For jij-2 ^ 0 and d > ji + j2 + 2, each representation contains spins 5 = |ii — ia|, •' * ih + J2?
while for d = jx + j2 + 2 or j\j2 = 0 each representation contains only the spin s = jx + ]2-
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